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Moving on up: Packt Publishing’s “Amazon Web Services: Migrating your
.NET Enterprise Application” now available on Amazon’s Kindle

Amazon Web Services is an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) platform in the Cloud, which
businesses can take advantage of as their needs demand. The Amazon Cloud provides the
enterprise with the flexibility to choose whichever solution is required to solve specific
problems, ultimately reducing costs by only paying for what is used. Packt Publishing is very
proud to announce the release of “Amazon Web Services: Migrating your .NET Enterprise
Application” on Amazon’sKindle.

Birmingham: UK (PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- Amazon Web Services is an Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) platform in the Cloud, which businesses can take advantage of as their needs demand. The Amazon
Cloud provides the enterprise with the flexibility to choose whichever solution is required to solve specific
problems, ultimately reducing costs by only paying for what is used. Packt Publishing is very proud to
announce the release of “Amazon Web Services: Migrating your .NET Enterprise Application” on Amazon’s
Kindle.

Amazon Web Services: Migrating your .NET Enterprise Application helps readers who are looking to expand
into using the vast array of services available on the Amazon Cloud but are unsure how to proceed, and this
must-have information is now available through Amazon’s own Kindle reader.

This step-by-step guide to moving an Enterprise .NET application to Amazon covers not only the concept,
technical design, and strategy, but also enlightens readers about the business strategy and in-depth
implementation details involved in moving an application to Amazon. Readers discover how to map their
requirements against the Amazon Cloud, as well as secure and enhance the application. After comparing the
existing application with the newly migrated version, the book helps readers leverage some of the scalability
and redundancy built into the Cloud, and to learn about all of the major AWSproducts including EC2, S3, and
EBS.

This is not the first in Packt’s range of Amazon titles; Amazon SimpleDB Developer Guide teaches readers
about the highly scalable, simple-to-use, and inexpensive database in the cloud from Amazon Web Services.
The practical book quickly leads readers through the differences between relational databases and SimpleDB,
with an emphasis on demonstrating key concepts with practical examples for Java, PHP, and Python developers.

This book’s release on Kindle now complements a number of other Cloud Computing titles from Packt,
covering technologies across a range of vendors. These include:
• Microsoft Windows Azure Development Cookbook
• Microsoft Azure: Enterprise Application Development
• Google Apps: Mastering Integration and Customization
• Oracle Coherence 3.5

New Cloud books from Packt are also scheduled for later in 2011:
• Microsoft Silverlight 5 and Windows Azure Enterprise Integration
• Force.com Developer Certification Handbook

http://www.prweb.com
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http://www.packtpub.com/amazon-web-services/book
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Packt Publishing has been striving to meet the informational needs of IT communities and professionals since
2004, and launched Packt Enterprise in 2010. Committed to delivering focused, and above all, practical titles,
Packt now has over 600 titles, all over which are available on Packt’s own in-house library platform PacktLib.

Daily Packt updates can be found on the company’s Twitter feed.
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Contact Information
Stephanie Moss
Packt Publishing Limited
+44 121 265 6464

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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